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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the duration of residence for Spanish households
from panel data. The inference is based on those households surveyed in 1994
(and followed since that year on) and moving into their 1994-current residence
after 1979. We distinguish among owners, renters, and borrowers, because
these groups of households are known to exhibit a different pattern regarding
residence time. Our approach for estimation is purely nonparametric, being
free of the equilibrium assumption (Anily et al. 1999) otherwise. This is an
interesting feature, since we show that the renewal processes which represents
the households’ mobility have a non-constant rate over the period 1980-1994

for owners and borrowers.
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1 Introduction

The importance of investigating the residential housing from both an economic
and social perspective is greatly connected to two specific characteristics of the
houses: (a) they provide a basic service for households, which (b) is used for
a very long time. The costs associated to this service represents a substantial
portion of the total budget of the household, mainly when moving from one
residence to another (because of the so-called transaction costs). A household
decides to move when the expected benefits exceed the costs of moving, and
this determines the total household’s residence time.

This duration component of the housing has a big impact in the social and
economic scenarios of any country. Certainly, the expected residence time influ-
ences important private decisions of the households (tenure status, emancipation
or movement of household’s members, investment in maintenance of the house,
etc.), thus conditioning the household’s social status. Also, duration of residence
affects the demand of goods and services which are related to housing, see for
example Henderson and Ioannides (1989) and Haurin et al. (1997). In this man-
ner, many economic agents get involved in satisfying such demands (building
companies, intermediate agents for renting or moving, financial sectors, furni-
ture companies, decoration services, etc.), which results in an activation of the
labor and economic sectors. In fact, Oswald (1997) and Geen and Hendershott
(2001) argue and present evidences of correlations between housing ownership
and unemployment rates across European countries and US states, respectively.
On the other hand, using survey data from the British Household Panel Survey,
Benito and Word (2005) find that households are two to tree times more likely
to purchase certain durable good when they move to a new house.

Several authors have investigated the household mobility and the duration
at the same residence from different perspectives. For example, Schachter and
Kuenzi (2002) describe the stational behavior of the residential mobility and the
occupancy time for several types of households in US. Deng et al. (2002) inves-
tigate explanatory factors of the duration of residence, by using a proportional
hazards model, which allows for measuring the impact of the households’ char-
acteristics on the instantaneous probability of moving. One of the key problems
when investigating the residence time is the lack of reliable methods for mea-
suring the occupancy duration, as pointed out by Kidd (1977), Harsman and
Quigley (1991) and Pickles and Davis (1991) (among others). Anily et al. (1999)
discuss the importance of estimating the total residence time of the households,
mentioning up to five different fields for which this information is indeed relevant
(understanding social and economic phenomena; predicting household expendi-
ture patterns; calculating mobility indexes; explaining general living systems;
reducing the attrition bias in consumer panel data).

A recognized problem when measuring the total residence time is that usual
microeconomic surveys do not provide this variable, since the household’s future
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moving date is unknown. Typically, each household provides the date it moved
into its current residence, which allows to compute the current residence time
(at the inquiry date), or age. Of course, this current residence time is a right-
censored value of the household’s duration of residence, and direct estimation
of parameters such as the average total residence time (or the distribution of
household’s duration of residence) is not possible. Anily et al. (1999) proposed
to estimate the households’ duration of residence from the current residence
time on the basis of the equilibrium distribution, which can be motivated as a
limit case in the scope of the renewal process theory (Feller 1966). However, it
may happen that the equilibrium distribution is different from that of interest;
this will occur in situations with a non-constant incidence rate, and it certainly
narrows the application of the method. We report evidences on this issue for
Spanish data in Sections 3 and 5.

The main goal of this paper is to provide reliable estimation of the house-
hold’s duration of residence, without imposing any restriction on the rate at
which the households are created. To this end, we will use methods based on
truncation models, which have been largely applied since the nineties mainly in
the scope of biomedical data analysis, see Sections 3 and 4 for details. However,
for the best of our knowledge, the application of these methods for investigating
the household mobility is new, and indeed the economic literature seems to be
quite unaware about the capabilities of these powerful statistical tools. Our
approach will be purely nonparametric; that is, unlike in Anily et al. (1999), no
parametric rigid form is assumed for the distribution to be estimated. Hence,
the inferences are completely free of any a priori judgement about the variable
under investigation. As a by-product, we will propose empirical estimation of
the incidence rate for the processes representing the households’ formation, on
the basis of Spanish panel data.

Specifically, we will provide empirical evidences for the Spanish occupied
housing. We mention that the total residence time for Spanish households has
not been quantified so far in the literature on housing. The results will be
displayed separately for owners, renters and borrowers. We believe that the
results provided in this paper may be of great interest for the sectors which are
related to the housing market in Spain. Importantly, the Spanish public policies
on housing could be evaluated and oriented in a better way by learning more
about the households’ duration of residence.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review
the Spanish housing market’s main characteristics. In Section 3 we present
our data basis, and we discuss methodological aspects related to the censoring
and truncation issues which arise when computing durations from panel data.
Section 4 introduces the statistical methods for the estimation of the residence
time distribution. Main empirical results are reported in Section 5, while Section
6 presents the main conclusions of our research.
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2 Spanish housing market

The last Spanish Census of Population and Housing (year 2001) indicates that
the Spanish population consists in 40.8 million people (5.1% larger than in
the preceding Census, which goes back to 1991), the number of houses is 20.8
millions (21% larger than in 1991), and that the number of households is 14.3
millions. In turn, household consumption and residential investment represent
58% and 7% of Spanish GDP, respectively. Between 1976 and 2002, average
Spanish house prices have risen sixteen-fold in nominal terms and have doubled
in real terms (Mart́ınez and Maza 2003).

Much has been said about ”the Spanish housing problem” in connection to
the prices evolution (see, for example, Mart́ınez and Maza 2003; and López-
Garćıa 2004), the government implication (De Mesa and Valiño 2001; Eastaway
and San Martin 2002; Fernández, 2004), the decceleration in new households’
formation (Holdsworth et al. 2002), or the relationship between the labor and
housing markets (Dı́az-Serrano 2005). For a detailed description of the housing
market in Spain see, for example, Mart́ınez and Matea (2002) and Ball (2005).

Following Mart́ınez and Maza (2003), from an international analysis, Spain
would be among the three or four OECD countries evidencing the highest long-
term real growth in house prices. This rising trend is very clear in some countries
(Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland or the United Kingdom), while in others (as
Germany, Denmark, Canada or Sweden) it is scarcely perceptible. Spain shows
an annual average growth rate in real terms of 2.9% over the past 26 years. This
percentage is 0.2% in Sweden, 3.1% in the United Kingdom and 3.8% in Ireland.
On the other hand, Spain exhibits the largest ratio of houses per household in
Europe (1.5 in 2000, while the European average is 1.1), see Trigo (2003).

The Spanish case is also outstanding because of the large percentage of
ownership for housing (84.8% of the households own the house they live at, as
reported by the European Community Household Panel, 2001). To this regard,
the European countries closest to Spain are Greece (84.6% of ownership), Ireland
(81.9%), Italy (76%) and Belgium (74%). This percentage is below 60% for
Sweden, Austria, The Netherlands and Germany. In US the ownership rate
is 67%, see the US Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
2001. All the countries show an increasing trend for ownership as opposite to
rentership. For example, the ownership rate in 1994 was 78.8% in Spain (77.1
% in Greece, 80.6 % in Ireland, 70.4% in Italy, and 66.8% in Belgium), and it
was 64% for US (in 1993).

With respect to the residential age of the households, Spain exhibits larger
figures for owners. This phenomenon can also be appreciated in the EU countries
(European Community Household Panel, 2001) and in US (US Bureau of the
Census, 2000). Certainly, one-year-old households represent 7% of owners and
21% of renters in Spain, the figures corresponding to US being 11% and 39%
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respectively. On the other hand, the 2001-median age of Spanish households
is 19 years for owners and it reduces to 8 years for renters. Other European
countries show smaller median ages, such as Finland (12 years for owners, 2
years for renters), Denmark (11 and 4 years, respectively), or Sweden (13 and 4
years); while among the European countries with largest ages we find Italy and
Austria, both of them showing median ages of 22 years for owners and 13 years
for renters. The 1993 figures for US are 8.2 years for owners and 2.1 years for
renters.

3 Data description

3.1 The data

Our data source is the European Community Household Panel (ECHP), a yearly
panel of the EU-15 countries that started in 1994 and closed in 2001. This survey
is carried out by Eurostat in cooperation with the national agencies of statistics
of each of the EU-15 countries. Specifically, we analyze the waves covering the
period 1994-2001 for Spain.

The statistical unit is defined as the house a household occupies for living.
The ECHP survey reports information on several indicators of the household’s
status, as wage level, labor status, house characteristics, or health. Our data
basis corresponds to the 7,182 Spanish households which report information in
1994. The information provided by this (longitudinal) data basis allows for
a eight-years following-up of the households’ characteristics as long as of each
individual inside the household. The households surveyed in the 1994 wave are
maintained in the following waves, even when new members have entered the
household, or when some members of the household or the whole household
have moved.

As relevant variables for our investigation we have considered the follow-
ing: tenure status (owners, renters, and borrowers) in 1994, which separates
the households in groups with a different pattern regarding the duration of res-
idence; and year the household moved into its current residence (which allows
us to compute the households’ current residence time or age in 1994). Table 1
describes these two variables. This Table 1 indicates that most of the house-
holds (about 80%) own the house they live in, while the renters represent about
the 14%. Regarding the age of current residence, Table 1 shows that 54.5%
of the households moved for the last time after 1979, and that only about 14%
correspond to the newest households (less than 5 years old). On the other hand,
it is seen that the 1994-current residence time is greater for the owners (9.5%
of less than 5 years old households) than for the borrowers (22%), and that the
time corresponding to the borrowers is greater than that of the renters (about
35% of ’new’ households).
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More than a half of the observed households moved to their residence before
1980 (see Table 1). These households (unlike the remaining ones) do not provide
further information about the year they moved. This issue complicates the
investigation of the total duration of residence. We decided to focus on the
population of households for which the entry date to the house fails into the
range 1980-1994. This reduction has two advantages; first, we concentrate on
those households for which the exact year of entry is available; second, we reduce
the sample heterogeneity by considering only the newest households. Then, the
final sample size is 3,268.

3.2 Methodological aspects

In principle, the distribution of households’ residence time can be inferred from
the age of current residence reported in the 1994 wave of the ECHP. Anily et al.
(1999) suggested some estimation method relying on the so-called equilibrium
equation of the underlying renewal process. This method works for processes
that exhibit a constant incidence rate on the study period (1980-1994, in our
case). However, when analyzing our data basis we have found that the density
function of the owners and borrowers’ age of current residence is not monotone
decreasing, thus the equilibrium equation can not hold for these two groups.
These densities, together with that corresponding to renters, are reported in
Figure 1. The smooth estimates were obtained similarly as in Anily et al. (1999),
by fitting a cubic function to the empirical log-survival function of the 1994-
current residence time. The invalidity of the equilibrium assumption motivates
the introduction of more flexible methods, as those discussed below.

By using the panel 1994-2001, we are allowed to observe the household mo-
bility in that period. Through these years, some households were observed to
leave the house they occupied back in 1994. The following-up of these units
allows to get complete information about their total residence time. Unfortu-
nately, these are just 497 of the 3,268 households (15.2% of the observations);
the remaining 84.8% provide right-censored durations of residence, in the sense
that we just know that the total residence time exceeds some observed time
of stay. Right-censored observations correspond to two groups of households:
those which are not observed to move in the period 1994-2001 (1,238 households,
or 44.7% of the censored observations), and those for which the information is
missing during the referred period (the remaining 55.3% of the censored times).
The ”potential censoring time” for each household, determined by the year in
the household is missed (lost to follow-up), is given in Table 2. In this Table 2
we see (as expected) that the censoring proportion reduces as the following-up
period increases.

Dealing with right-censored observations is a well-known problem in eco-
nomic duration analysis. When some observations are censored from the right,
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the natural substitute for the empirical distribution function of the sample is
the Kaplan-Meier estimator, see for example Lancaster (1990), pages 278-280.
Assume that we want to describe the distribution of a time variable or lifetime,
say Y , given a sample which includes censored times. The Kaplan-Meier method
can be used to construct a consistent estimator for the survival function of Y ,
S(y) = P (Y > y), under the assumption that the units censored at time y are
representative of those units with lifetime greater than y. However, we must
face an extra problem when investigating the total time of residence from our
data set. This is because the sampled households are length-biased regarding
their potential durations of residence, as we will explain in detail at this point.

Each one of the 3,268 sampled households moved to their 1994-current house
in some year a, ranging from 1980 to 1994. Put y for the household’s total
duration of residence. For this duration y to be observed (sampled), it was
necessary that this y exceeded the time between a and the sampling point (1994).
As a result, the probability of being sampled is associated to the total residence
length in the sense that, the longer the length of stay, the greater the probability
of being observed. This issue is a consequence of sampling the data by cross-
section at 1994, and it is typically referred as a left-truncation problem, where
the truncation variable is defined as time from ”onset” (the year the household
moved to its current house) to the cross-section date (the sampling date in 1994).
See Wang (1991) for more discussion on this. Thus, direct application of the
Kaplan-Meier method would lead to an overestimation of the survival function
and location parameters (such as the mean or the median).

In situations like this, some correction of the Kaplan-Meier method is re-
quired in order to compensate the initial overrepresentation of large durations
in the sample. Following Wang (1991) (see also Asgharian et al. 2002), two gen-
eral procedures are possible. (1) The ”unconditional approach” implies that a
specific shape for the truncation distribution is assumed. A typical choice is the
uniform truncation model, because it is associated to the so-called stationarity
assumption, representing the hypothesis that the incidence of the process under
investigation is constant over some time interval. The drawback of this approach
is that it relies on a given shape of the truncation distribution, which could be
eventually misspecified. (2) As an interesting alternative, the ”conditional ap-
proach” is purely empirical, in the sense that it proceeds conditionally on the
observed truncation times, which are not assumed to belong to any specific dis-
tribution. We will follow this latter approach for estimating the households’
duration of residence from our panel data.

4 Statistical methods

In this Section we present the statistical methods for the estimation of the house-
holds’ duration of residence, given the special nature of our panel data. We will
use the following notation: T stands for the left-truncation time, in our appli-
cation defined as time from the date the household moved (into its 1994-current
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house) to the sampling year (1994); Y denotes the lifetime of ultimate interest
(total household’s duration of residence), and (due to the left-truncation issue)
it is observable if and only if T ≤ Y ; C is used to denote the potential censor-
ing time, assumed to satisfy P (C ≥ T ) = 1; and, finally, X = min(Y,C) and
δ = I (Y ≤ C) represent the observed duration of residence and the censoring in-
dicator, respectively. The sampling information is (T1,X1, δ1) , ..., (Tn,Xn, δn),
independent and identically distributed as (T,X, δ) given T ≤ X.

It is assumed that (i) T and Y are independent; and (ii) C − T is inde-
pendent of (T, Y − T ) conditionally on T ≤ X. Assumption (i) claims that
the population under study is homogeneous regarding the Y , not being influ-
enced by the special T value; for the application we have in mind, this means
that the Spanish households entering their houses between 1980 and 1994 are
expected to exhibit an homogeneous behavior with respect to their lengths of
stay. Assumption (ii) claims that the residual censoring time (after cross-section
in 1994) C−T is independent of everything else; in our case, the interpretation
of this assumption is that the sampled households which are censored a years
after 1994 are representative of those households which are observed to stay
at their houses for a longer time (in other words, the event {C − T = a, δ = 0}
gives no information on the total residence time other than Y − T > a).

This approach can be regarded as a natural way of modeling cross-sectional
data. It differs from the basic model considered by Wang (1991) in the way in
which the censoring effects are incorporated. The methods proposed by Wang
(1991) start with the hypothesis of independence between the pair (T,C) and
the lifetime Y for the untruncated population. However, in our application it
does not make much sense to consider the existence of a potential censoring
time C for the durations which are left out due to truncation. Besides, the
motivation of Wang (1991)’s estimator as a conditional nonparametric maxi-
mum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) requires the (often artificial) assumption
that all the potential censoring times are known, even for those units whose
durations have being completely observed. Our model assumptions (i) and (ii),
inspired in the ideas contained in Asgharian et al. (2002) (but not relying on
the stationarity assumption in that paper), overcome these difficulties.

Put F and L and for the distribution functions (df’s) attached to Y and T ,
respectively. Besides, we denote by R the conditional df of C −T given T ≤ X.
Here we derive the NPMLE’s of F , L and R. In order to do that, we first derive
the likelihood function of the (Ti,Xi, δi)’s. The contribution of the observation

(Ti,Xi, δi) to the full likelihood, defined as

Li = P (T = Ti,X = Xi, δ = δi | T ≤ X),

can be decomposed as a product of the conditional likelihood of (Xi, δi) given
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the Ti, and the marginal likelihood of the Ti:

Li = P (X = Xi, δ = δi | T = Ti, T ≤ X)× P (T = Ti | T ≤ X) ≡ Lc,i ×Lm,i

Hence, the full likelihood L =
Q
i Li is also decomposed as a product, L =

Lc×Lm, where Lc =
Q
i Lc,i is the conditional likelihood of (X1, δ1) , ..., (Xn, δn)

given T1, ..., Tn, and Lm =
Q
i Lm,i is the marginal likelihood of T1, ..., Tn. Under

the model (i) and (ii), the explicit form of these likelihood functions can be
derived. Certainly, it is easily seen that, under (i) and (ii), we have Lc = L1c×L2c
where

L1c = L1c(F ) =
nY
i=1

dF (Xi)
δi(1− F (Xi))1−δi
1− F (T−i )

,

and

L2c = L2c(R) =
nY
i=1

(1−R((Xi − Ti)−))δidR(Xi − Ti)1−δi ;

and that

Lm = Lm(F,L) =
nY
i=1

(1− F (T−i ))dL(Ti)R∞
0
(1− F (u−))dL(u) .

As in Wang (1991), these expressions show that: (a) for a given F , the
function L 7→ Lm = Lm(F,L) is maximized by

bLF (t) = R t
0
(1− F (u−))−1dL∗n(u)R∞

0
(1− F (u−))−1dL∗n(u)

,

where L∗n stands for the ordinary empirical df of the Ti’s; (b) the maximum
value Lm(F, bLF ) does not depend on the particular F ; (c) as a consequence of
(a) and (b), the function (F,L) 7→ L1c(F )×Lm(F,L) is maximized by (Fn, Ln),
where Fn and Ln are given by

Fn(y) = 1−
Y
yj≤y

·
1− dj

nj

¸
(1)

and

Ln(y) = αn

Z y

0

(1− Fn(u−))−1dL∗n(u), (2)

respectively; where

αn =

µZ ∞
0

(1− Fn(u−))−1dL∗n(u)
¶−1

;
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y1 < ... < yk are the k distinct values among theXi with δi = 1, dj is the number
of individuals for which Xi = yj and δi = 1, and nj =

Pn
i=1 I(Ti ≤ yj ≤ Xi).

Besides, assume that censoring is noninformative, in the sense that the function
R contains no information on F . Then, (d) the full likelihood L is maximized
by (Rn, Fn, Ln), where Rn is the maximizer of L2c .

The estimators (1) and (2) coincide to those proposed in Wang (1991). How-
ever, the derivation of statistical properties on the basis of the new model (i)-(ii)
requires specific proofs. In de Uña-Álvarez (2005) a rigorous derivation of the
asymptotic sampling distribution of (1) is provided. This asymptotic result will
be used in the following Section, in order to construct pointwise confidence bands
for the survival function of the households’ residence time. On the other hand,
the maximizer Rn of L2c is given by the Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimator
of the ”residual censoring” distribution, based on the pairs (Xi − Ti, 1− δi).
Since, under (ii), the variables C −T and Y −T are conditionally independent,
usual properties of Kaplan-Meier estimation hold in this case. Finally, we note
that the pair (Fn, Rn) maximizes the conditional likelihood Lc, and thus the
property of being a conditional NPMLE is completely justified for (1).

5 Main empirical results

We have evaluated the conditional NPMLE (1) for our 3,268 data on households’
duration of residence. Specifically, we have computed the survival function
1−Fn(y) separately for each of the three groups of households, regarding their
1994-tenure status: owners (2,381 households), renters (625), and borrowers
(262). Besides, we have evaluated 95%-pointwise confidence limits for these
curves, on the basis of the asymptotic normal distribution of the conditional
NPMLE. These limits are defined as

1− Fn(y)± 1.96σn(y)√
n
,

where

σn(y) = [1− Fn(y)]
"
1

n

nX
i=1

I (Xi ≤ y, δi = 1)
Mn(Xi)2

#1/2
.

and Mn(y) = n−1
P
i I (Ti ≤ y ≤ Xi) (see de Uña-Álvarez 2005). The results

are displayed in Table 3 and Figure 2.

Figure 2 reveals several interesting features regarding the households’ relative
mobility. First of all, it is clearly seen that the owners’ residence time is superior
to that of the borrowers; and that the latter stay at their houses longer than the
renters. The distance between the survival functions corresponding to owners
and borrowers is statistically significant from 3.42 years on; while from 6.83 years
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on statistically significant departures are found when comparing the borrowers’
residence time to the renters’.

The renters present a median duration of residence of 3 years and 8 months.
This group of households exhibits a relatively high mobility, and indeed the
inference shows that 25% of the renters leave their houses in the first two years
of residence. Only about 20% of the renters stay living at the same house more
than ten years. The median for the borrowers is greater, 7 years and 4 months,
and about 44% of these households remain at their houses after ten years of
residence. Finally, the mobility of the owners is extremely low; 81% of these do
not move in the first ten years, while about 68% remain at the house more than
22 years.

The figures corresponding to owners and borrowers are greater when com-
pared to their 1994-age of current residence, see Table 3. For owners, the median
age is 9 years, while for borrowers this parameter is estimated in 6 years. How-
ever, the median age for renters (5 years) is greater than their median total
residence time, which demonstrates that no general conclusion can be stated
regarding the relative location of both populations (age of residence and total
residence time).

We have also computed the estimator Ln(y) in (2) for the three groups.
These curves are interesting since they provide information on the ”incidence
rate” for ownership, rentership, and borrowership, in the period 1980-1994. Re-
sults displayed in Figure 3 (top) suggest that a constant incidence rate (that is,
uniformly distributed truncation) could be present for movements to rentership,
but also that non-constant rates could probably rule the renewal processes asso-
ciated to ownership and borrowership. Indeed, the initial relatively small slope
of the curve corresponding to owners indicates that the incidence of ownership,
being stationary in the period 1980-1990, has decreased at the beginning of the
nineties. On the other hand, the incidence rate for borrowership (that is, the
derivative of the corresponding L function) shows an increasing-decreasing shape
through the period 1980-1994. Departures of these empirical curves when com-
pared to the uniform model are depicted in Figure 3, bottom. In sum, this Figure
3 supports the evidences reported in Figure 1, since non monotone densities for
age of residence can not correspond to uniform truncation. As mentioned, from
a methodological point of view, the presence of non-constant incidence rates
makes unfeasible the application of the equilibrium equation (Anily et al. 1999)
for recovering the distribution F from our 1994-current residence times. This
issue enhances the importance of the estimation methods applied in this paper,
which are completely free of any assumption on the truncation distribution.

For renters, it is possible to compare the estimator depicted in Figure 2 to
that obtained by methods discussed in Anily et al. (1999). On the basis of the
cubic fit to the density function of the 1994-current residence time (see Figure 1),
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and by using the equilibrium equation, we have computed the survival function
of the total residence time, which corresponds to the formula

1− bF (y) = − 1bβ1 (bβ1 + 2bβ2y + 3bβ3y2) exp(bβ1y + bβ2y2 + bβ3y3).
Specifically, the estimated parameters are bβ1 = −0.2317, bβ2 = 0.0200, andbβ3 = −0.0015. The estimators 1 − Fn(y) and 1 − bF (y) are jointly reported in
Figure 4. Note that bF (y) is reliable only on the support of the age of current
residence, and hence the comparison can not be performed from 15 years on.
The closeness of both curves support the assumption of a constant incidence
rate for the renewal process of rentership.

6 Main conclusions

In this paper we investigate the duration of residence for Spanish households
from panel data. The inference is based on those households surveyed in 1994
(and followed since that year on) and moving into their 1994-current residence
after 1979. We distinguish among owners, renters, and borrowers, since these
groups of households are known to exhibit a different pattern regarding resi-
dence time. Our main empirical findings are the following: (a) The median
residence time for owners (>22 years) is more than six times that of the renters
(3.67 years); while the borrowers’ estimated median duration of residence is
7.33 years. (b) The figures corresponding to owners and borrowers are greater
when compared to the 1994-age of current residence (the median age is 9 years
for owners, and 6 years for borrowers); however, the median age for renters (5
years) is greater than their median total residence time. (c) The renewal pro-
cesses which represents the households’ mobility has a non-constant rate over
the period 1980-1994 for owners and borrowers. Finding (c) is important since
it invalidates the inference methods based on the equilibrium equation discussed
in Anily et al. (1999). In fact, this paper introduces, in the scope of household’s
duration analysis, alternative inference methods based on truncation models,
which overcome restrictions involved by the equilibrium assumption.
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year of occupation all houses owners renters borrowers
1994 3.2 1.7 11.9 3.3
1993 2.3 1.4 7.4 2.0
1992 2.4 1.5 6.7 4.1
1991 2.3 1.7 4.2 5.9
1990 3.6 3.2 4.6 7.2
1989 4.0 3.8 4.0 6.1
1988 3.3 3.4 2.9 3.1
1987 3.7 3.8 3.0 4.8
1986 3.3 3.1 3.8 4.4
1985 2.5 2.6 1.7 2.8
1984 3.6 3.7 3.0 3.5
1983 2.5 2.7 2.2 1.5
1982 3.5 3.7 2.5 3.3
1981 2.0 2.2 1.0 1.3
1980 3.3 3.5 2.3 3.9

before 1980 54.5 58.2 38.9 42.9
all houses 100.0 79.4 14.2 6.4

Table 1. Classification of 7,182 Spanish households, wave of 1994, according to
the year they moved into their current residence and their tenure status.

follow-up years censored uncensored total % censoring
0 (1994-1994) 427 0 427 100.0
1 (1994-1995) 255 18 273 93.4
2 (1994-1996) 288 29 317 90.9
3 (1994-1997) 208 31 239 87.0
4 (1994-1998) 108 21 129 83.7
5 (1994-1999) 148 33 181 81.8
6 (1994-2000) 99 17 116 85.3
7 (1994-2001) 1,238 348 1,586 78.1

Total 2,771 497 3,268 84.8

Table 2. Following-up years and censoring proportions for the 3,268 Spanish
households which moved to their current residence, wave of 1994, after 1979.
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residence time (years) owners borrowers renters
1.5 1.000 (1.000-1.000) .9167 (.7669-1.000) .9286 (.8741-.9831)
2 .9937 (.9815-1.000) .9167 (.7669-1.000) .7500 (.6604-.8396)
3 .9621 (.9321-.9920) .8202 (.6383-1.000) .5952 (.5049-.6856)
4 .9436 (.9093-.9780) .6754 (.4938-.8571) .4604 (.3786-.5423)
5 .9187 (.8806-.9568) .6323 (.4560-.8086) .3914 (.3156-.4672)
10 .8069 (.7662-.8477) .4427 (.3066-.5788) .1980 (.1495-.2465)
15 .7289 (.6887-.7691) .3715 (.2518-.4912) .1321 (.0957-.1685)
20 .6875 (.6465-.7285) .2912 (.1821-.4002) .0944 (.0639-.1249)
22 .6760 (.6324-.7195) .2912 (.1821-.4002) .0866 (.0552-.1179)

median (years) >22 7.33 3.67
median age (years) 9 6 5

Table 3. Estimated survival function and median for the residence time,
together with 95% confidence intervals, for owners, renters and borrowers. For

comparison, the median 1994-age of residence is also reported.

years of residence

1614121086420
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,2

,1

0,0

Figure 1. Density function of 1994-current residence time for 3,268 Spanish
households: owners (thin line), renters (medium), and borrowers (thick line).
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Figure 2. Survival function for residence time (solid lines), with 95% pointwise
confidence bands (dotted lines), for 3,268 Spanish households: owners (thin

lines), renters (medium), and borrowers (thick lines).
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Figure 3. Top: Truncation distribution function for ownership (thin line),
rentership (medium) and borrowership (thick line); curves corresponding to
renters and borrowers have been moved up for clear visualization. Bottom:
Differences between the depicted empirical truncation distribution functions
and the uniform distribution (the dotted line corresponds to a perfect fit).
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Figure 4. Survival function of total residence time for renters: equilibrium
survival (circles) and flexible estimator (crosses).
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